PART - A

1. The price of petrol increases by 25%. By what percentage must a customer reduce the consumption so that the earlier bill on the petrol does not alter?
   A) 20%  B) 25%  C) 30%  D) 33.33%

2. Which is the number that comes next in the following sequence?
   2, 6, 12, 20, 30, 42, 56, _____
   A) 60  B) 64  C) 72  D) 70

3. Four pipes can fill a reservoir in 15, 20, 30 and 60 hours respectively. The first one was opened at 6 AM, second at 7 AM, third at 8 AM and the fourth at 9 AM. When will the reservoir be filled?
   A) 11 AM  B) 1 PM  C) 1:30 PM  D) 12 Noon

4. The sum of the ages of two persons A and B is 50. Five years ago, the ratio of their ages was 5/3. The present ages of A and B are
   A) 40, 10  B) 38, 12  C) 35, 15  D) 30, 20

5. Synonym of PRECIPITATE is
   A) Hasten  B) Advance  C) Arrive  D) Instigate

6. Antonym of HAMPERED is
   A) Prompted  B) Relieved  C) Facilitated  D) Instigated

7. Synonym of ALLEVIATE is
   A) Eradicate  B) Remove  C) Understand  D) Lessen

8. Antonym of SPURIOUS is
   A) Fresh  B) Genuine  C) Modern  D) Specific
PART – B

26. Who is considered the father of Sociology?
   A) Ian Robertson  B) M. N. Srinivas
   C) Auguste Comte  D) Karl Marx

27. In which year was the term ‘Sociology’ first introduced in the famous work ‘Positive Philosophy’?
   A) 1829  B) 1839  C) 1899  D) 1929

28. If social statistics examines how the parts of the societies are interrelated, ________ focuses on whole societies as the units of analysis and reveals how they developed and changed over time.
   A) Social work  B) Social dynamics  C) Social welfare  D) Social distance

29. Whose major work is ‘Economics and Society’?
   A) Emile Durkheim  B) Max Weber
   C) Herbert Spencer  D) P.A. Sorokin

30. Which American President appointed ‘Country Life Commission’ in 1908 which gave a good encouragement to the development of rural sociology?
   A) Roosevelt  B) Abraham Lincoln
   C) Nixon  D) None of the above

31. Burgess called ____________, a method which involves the minute study of all the information and data collected regarding the object or case under study.
   A) Social statistics  B) Social microscope
   C) Social dynamics  D) Social loafing

32. _____________ is a systematic collection of facts about people living in a specific geographic, cultural, or administrative area.
   A) Case study  B) Social survey
   C) Social behaviour  D) Sociology

33. _____________ refers to a set of techniques to measure in quantitative and diagrammatic terms attractions and repulsions in interpersonal relations.
   A) Sociometry  B) Social microscope
   C) Social dynamics  D) Social loafing

34. According to Murphy, _____________ is the study of the way in which the individual becomes member of and functions in a social group”.
   A) Social statistics  B) Social psychology
   C) Social survey  D) Anthropology

35. Who said the famous words “Man is a social animal”?
   A) Morris Ginsberg  B) Aristotle
   C) G.D.M. Cole  D) F. H. Giddings